ERSA Meeting 6th December 2105 at Hardwicke Arms 10‐12.30
Present

1.

Janet Jenkins (JJ)
Bernie Wright (BW)
Mike Danbury (MD)
Ian Mawson (IM)
Steve Lambert (SL)
Chris Shelley (CS)
Tim Bingham (TB)
Richard Oliver (RO)
Stephen Metheringham (SM)
2015 Season Feedback

Apologies

Action

John Louth (JL)
Dominic McGonigal (DM)
Jo Ogden (JO)
Ryan Grewcock (RG)
Paul Telling (PT)
Andrew Upton (AU)

BJW – main feedback from people was;
‐ Overall very positive feedback from people and this year had more helpers but was
still a struggle to persuade people to help.
‐ Didn’t like inclusion of champs as part of summer league, neither did the organisers.
This was an experiment for 2015 and will not be repeated for 2016. This has already
been changed for 2016.
‐ Some felt the awards ceremony for the champs was too long but this was due in part
to above point.
‐ Lack of females in the Top 32 and being up against Males is starting to discourage
many females from taking part.
‐ Races too close together in 2015. This was unfortunate and down to slope availability.
‐ Back to back summer races not popular apart from the Champs
‐ Many Master not happy with the combine SM1/M23 and the big gap.

BW

MD

Top 32 options
‐ Remain the same but with slalom not pro‐slalom
‐ Have Top 16 Male and Top 16 Female U14+
‐ Have Top 8 Male and Top 8 Female U12 and below
‐ BW to discuss with PT

1.1

1.2

Senior / Master
‐ MD has a few thoughts and options and will send out email to people so that we can
gather feedback from the region. Needs to be ready for the end of January, to be
agreed at the race manager meeting in March.
‐ Agreed approach has to be simple and easy to implement.
Team Events – Pro Slalom
Overall the feedback still remains positive and people find it an exciting event although
throughout the season there was some discussion about the top 32.
‐ Pro Slalom approach
‐ Repetitive as was third year running
‐ Lack of females
Also discussion about false starts and confirming exact rule. It has been one false start
allowed but there was discussion whether we have none.
BW to discuss with PT.
Other Team Events
The introduction of allowing 2 teams from each club for the Children’s , Team A and B was
popular according to the feedback from the clubs. Some clubs still struggle to enter a team
into the event due to low numbers.
Some clubs struggle to get 5 team members together but do have 4, this is especially the case
for Welwyn and Essex. The recommendation is that if clubs are missing 1 racer then they can
borrow one from another club and the team is still classed as being valid. This needs to be

BW

BW/PT

declared on the day at the team managers meeting.

2

There was discussion about whether to have an U12 and below only team event. Need to get
further feedback from clubs.

All

It was agreed that the ‘bye’ runs should remain in place to ensure fairness is maintained. For
2015 the draw process has had to happen on the day once teams are known, there was a
suggestion about drawing the teams before the event working on the assumption of2 for
certain clubs and 1 for others. Review over the Winter.

IM/SL/BW

IM stated the start traffic lights will be ready for the start of the next season.
ERSA Champs
This season they were included in the Summer league calculations due to losing the SMK and
BAS races from the calendar. This will not be repeated due to organisational and presentation
challenges as well as feedback from parents and racers.

IM

The Champs will be kept separate in future – people are requested to pass on any ideas for
changes for the 2016 Champs.

All

Slope availability is a problem again hence why the Hemel race is on a Saturday 1400 start.
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The races do clash with the Landgraaf race but Hemel is not available at any other time and
we don’t want o clash with the ESSKIA races on other weekends.
2016 Races
The calendar is already congested and leading to problems for racers/parents where the
Alpine Squad selection dates are clashing with GBR and the ERSA at BWP. This has already
been raised with SSE.
The 2016 Skier/Boarder X has already been set for 16 April 2016 to be held again at Norfolk
following the success of the one held on 21 Nov 2015.
The Chill Factore race date has not yet been set as it is a problem to find a date when the
Evolution Team are available to help organise alongside Ian Findlay. The proposed date to
run the event will be on the August Bank Holiday Weekend. Ian to run the Skier X on one day
and hold an ERSA on the other. PT is discussing options with Ian. We will need a minimum of
40 racers and the price per racer is very reasonable.

PT
BW

This will be a standalone event as a trial. It was agreed to progress and see how it goes for
2016. ERSA to underwrite the event.
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Sponsorship ‐ Evolution and Bartletts to be approached to seek interest in sponsoring this
event.
Online Booking System
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The ERSA online booking system is still in use for the SSE and other races and will continue
throughout the winter and for the summer nationals. BW is making ongoing changes on the
website to improve the functionality for ERSA users.
SSE Schools Week

BW

BW had previously circulated a letter received (a copy attached at the end of these notes)
from Dominic McConnigal publicising the above taking place April 22 – 28th.
The main aim is to attract more skiers via schools. Norfolk is already running a training
programme for this and other schools’ programmes ie Schools Winter Games.
There is still work needed to improve how this fits in with the ESKKIA, BISS and other schools
races. CS to raise with SSE as part of his role.

CS

6

Regional Chairs Meeting 21 November 2015
SM provided feedback from the meeting. He reported that £600 is immediately approved on
the basis of the regional plan submission and will be sent in January or February. Jan Doyle,
Will McGlynn and Tim will review the plans for further funding. No formal criteria have been
provided for approval – this will be very subjective, feedback has been promised by the 11th
December. The next step is to meet with Ryan and talk it through with him before the next
season.

7

There was a general consensus that the process is fraught with difficulties as there are no
approved/agreed criteria for measuring the plans submitted. It also consumes a very large
amount of time.
SM has agreed to meet with Ryan to take the process forward.
Regional Club Nationals 2016 ‐ Officials

8

ERSA at BWP – CS‐COR, JJ‐RS, SM‐Ref
NOR ‐ RO to come back with names
VIK – CS‐COR, RMcA‐RS (CS to confirm)
HEM – SM/BW –COR, JJ – RS if no one else found, SL to confirm.
2016 Sponsorship

SM

RO
CS
SL

PT sent an email prior to the meeting confirming Team Evolution and Ski Bartlett are happy to
continue sponsoring the region through into 2017. Every was happy with that and grateful for
the support.
PT has proposed a sponsorship award for one U12 ERSA athlete that covers training costs to
attend the alpine programme. Award made on potential, passion for the sport and ability to
ski on all multiple surfaces. ERSA were being asked if they would like to increase the
sponsorship to two places. Much discussion took place about how this would work and
further discussion needed with PT. Most committee members would prefer to contribute
towards the costs of holding an ERSA camp.

All

In addition to the above PT would like to run an ERSA/EVO camp on snow for 5 days to
encourage skiers to transfer from dry slopes to alpine. This would be a non profit camp. It was
agreed that ERSA would support this event.
AOB
Congratulations and good luck to Chris Shelley to be being appointed to SSE as the new
Member Director.
RO reported that Norfolk Club will be hosting the Special Olympics in April and that Zoe
Gillings will be returning again to host a training camp in 2016.
SSE has ‘setup’ two new race committees to replace the old ARC and ROTP. The first meeting
has taken place and the second scheduled for the 6h December. Unfortunately it is the view
of most people around the table that nothing has changed as it is the same people doing the
same jobs and the change in name is purely a ticket box exercise. BW to draft a letter to SSE
to express concern about the lack of change and progress.
Meeting closed at 12.30. Thank you to everyone for attending the meeting.

SSE Schools Week letter.

BW

